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I~ltroduction: Both Titan and Triton have N2 doilina.nt atmosphere. C H 4  is also 
detectfed on Titan. Judging from chemical equilibrium in tlle so1a.r nebula, it is very 
incon~prehensible that both N2 and CH4 exist siinultaiieously (1). Some processes have 
been proposed to  explain the present composition of Titan's atmospliere (2). However, 
this issue is still unclear. The formation process of the atmosphere is probable related 
with the thermal history during accretion (3), because accretion time of Ti tan 1na.y be 
short enough to increase the surface temperature above the melting temperature of icy 
components. In this pa,per, we study early tllerinal evolution of Tita.n by taking int,o 
account a simple bla,nketing effect inodel of s tea.m atinospliere. Model: We corlsider t l1a.t 
the planetesinlads in planetcentric orbit were priinarily coinposed of ice ( H 2 0 ,  Cf14, N l i 3 )  
and rock. Judging froin tlle anoinalously large illass of Tita.11 t1ia.11 ot,her saturnian satel- 
lites, we ca.nnot assume the systematic satellite formation from the saturnian nebula (4). 
Here we simply assuine gas free accretion model. We deternine the surface teinperature 
during accretion using the energy balance equation considering the blanketing effect of 
the H20 ga.s, the latent heat of the melting and vaporization of the icy components and 
so on. In this study, for siinplicity we neglect the blanketing effect of CIf4 and NIf3  gases 
a.nd use a gray radiative transfer model. This mea.ns our estimation of the blanketing 
effect is a lower limit. The ainount of at~nosphere is determined as follows. Wlien the 
surface temperature is lower tha.n the critical temperature of ea.ch icy comyoneiit, the 
surface partial pressure of the icy component is considered to  be equal to its satura,tion 
va,por presswe. When the surface tempera.ture is higher than tlle critical tempera.ture, 
we consider t11a.t the corresponcling icy component of tlle surface layer evaporates ancl 
l~ecoines the a.tmosphere. We also consider the esca.pe of the atmosphere. As the escape 
mechanism, we consider the so1a.r EUV liilited escape and tlle blow-off of the atmospliere. 

Result: One of the example of the trace of the surface temperature during accretion is 
sllown in IJig.1. Tlle surface teinperature is dependent on the time scale of the accretion, 
then nre can classify the result into ma.inly two ca,ses. (1) Hot accretion model: If the 
a.ccretion time scale is shorter than N 10' years, tlie surfa,ce temperature exceeds the H20  
critical temperature a.t the middle stage of a.ccretion. Then H 2 0  - NH3 ocean is forilled 
before tlle surfa.ce teinperature rea.clles H 2 0  critica'l temperature. When the surfa.ce tern- 
pera.ture rea.ches tlle H20 critical tempera.ture, the ocean becomes t30 vaporize a.nd forms 
a dense and optically thick atmosphere. The surface teinpera.ture ra.pidly increases a.fter 
the oceaa vaporiza.tion because of the optically thick atmosphere. However tlle surface 
temperature over several thousa.nd K sllolvn in the figure is cluestionable, because we use 
a very simple radia.tive transfer model. At the time just before the end of a.ccretion, the 
mass of the atmosphere is about 5 x Kg. We can estimate, althougli very crude, the 
time scale recluired for the surfa.ce teinperature to cool t.o H 2 0  critical temperature. The 
time scale of cooling is e~t~i inated to be N l o 7  yea.rs. Hence, the high surfa.ce temperature 
sta,ge nigllt be kept fairly long time. At sucll high temperat,ure, N H3 is decoinposed 
into N2 and N2.  If there occurs the esca.pe of suficient a.mount of Ha, N2 dominant 
atinospllere can be formed. (2)  Cold a.ccretion model: If tlle time scale of the accretion 
is longer t>han N 10' yea.rs, tlle surface tei~lperat~ure does not exceed the critical temper- 
a.ture of 1 f 2 0  cluring a.ccretion. Bowever, even in this case at the final stage of a.ccretion, 
H 2 0  - N H 3  ocean is formed. In this case, the therinal decoinposition of NH3  ca,niiot be 
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expected. To explain N2 formation, other process, for example, proposed by Eunine et. 
al. (2), may be required. 

Conclusion: Although our treatment on calculation of heat transfer in the atmosphere 
is very crude, the result that the surface temperature of a growing Titan exceed H20 
critical temperature during accretion is inevitable for rapid accretion case. In view of the 
usual accretion model, the accretion time scale for the planetcentric accretion is shorter 
than N 10'. Then the evolution of proto-atmosphere for the hot accretion model is more 
probable. 
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Fig.1. The traces of the surface temperature of Titan for tile 
hot accretion model(a) and cold accretion model(b1. The radius 
is normalized by the final radius of-the satellite which 1s 2970 
Km in this case. Solid curve represents the surface temperature 
during accretion. while dashed curve represents the surface 
temperature after the end of accretion. The radius of Titan 
decreases in the middle of the formation for hot accretion model 
because of vaporization of 11~0-NI l~  ocean and massive atmosphere ' 

is formed. llowever, the radius of Titan increases after the end 
of accretion because the atmosphere becomes to condense into 
ocean on Titan's surface with cooling the atmosphere. 
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